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The Biohackn Mask
Biohackns Anti-aging Mask uses our same anti-aging light technology
to deliver Low-level light therapy (LLLT), delivered through best-in-
class light-emitting diodes for optimal efficacy. In a flash, you'll have
brighter, firmer, younger-looking skin. We designed our mask keeping
simplicity in mind, so we chose 3 of the most effective light spectrums
for a younger-looking you.
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The world's most effective Anti-aging mask
The Biohackn Mask delivers red, blue, and orange light sources using
the biological phototherapy principle. Causing enhanced skin
metabolism causes the skin to be transparent and luster effectively
reduces acne, stimulates collagen production, improves cell
microcirculation, and combines the essence of facial mask to achieve
the effect of skin beautification.
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Product Features
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Gel Pad

Constriction
Band

Gel Pad Human
Proximity sensor
switch



Usage Suggestion:

Methods of application:

After washing your face, wrap the strap over the head of the
device and drape it over the face.
Press and hold the power button for two seconds to switch on the
device, then pick a light setting by pressing M (red, blue, red, or
blue) and use
After treatment, the device will shut down automatically.

Power on/off with a short press of the power key
There are four settings available: "automatic mode," "Red light,"
"Blue light," and "Orange light."
Red light: A lot of red light and graphene heat up, with some blue
light thrown in for good measure
Blue light: Lots of blue light and graphene heat up, with some
orange light thrown in for good measure
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Orange light: Lots of orange light and graphene heat up, with some
red light thrown in for good measure
Automatic Mode: Cycle through the three modes in succession.
Every minute switches automatically.
Working Time: Each mode has a working time of 10 minutes. After 10
minutes, the machine shuts down, restarts, and returns to
automated mode.
You may use the gadget while it is charging. When the device is in
use, the charger is attached, which impacts the brightness of the
light and the heating temperature.
When the battery power is low, the lighting brightness and heating
temperature may be lowered; this is a typical occurrence that may
be restored after the battery is fully charged.
Working Hours: 10 minutes per mode. After 10 minutes, the machine
will shut down automatically and restart in "automatic mode."
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Maintenance and storage:

People Specific:

After use, wipe the mask with a dry cloth, do not wash it with water
directly.
If this mask is damaged, please do not continue to use 
Disassembling this mask is strictly prohibited.
Store in a cool, dry place, away from moisture and intense sunlight.
Please do not put the mask into the liquid.
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We do not recommend the mask to be used by pregnant women,
and the Nano light source will not affect the baby, but it is still not
recommended 
People with epilepsy should not use it.
We do not recommend the mask be used with people with thyroid
diseases and thyroid drug users
Not For people with light allergies 
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Thank you for choosing 


